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The Suspects
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Carmen Phillips

The bride herself, Carmen Phillips is just a week from walking down the aisle
and is handling the stress of the upcoming wedding very well. She is elegant
and conservative, and has requested a stagette free of the usual raunchy
bachelorette games, strippers etc. Because of this, she asked her most
conservative friend, Rachel Clark, to organize the bachelorette party. She
wears a special faux tiara given to her by her maid of honour, Lainey Day,
earlier in the evening.

Gabriella Bell

Gabriella is young and enthusiastic, and is known for her ability to “go with the
flow”. She is a long-time friend of the bride Carmen, and will be a bridesmaid
in the wedding. Gabriella is relatively introverted unless she knows a group
well, but is fiercely devoted to her friends.

Lainey Day

Lainey is a woman who seems to have it all together. She has a well-paying
job, makes a lot of money and seems to have no need, or want, for a man in
her life. Lainey is the maid of honour in the wedding, and has been friends with
the bride, Carmen, since they were kids. For her day job, Lainey is a successful
freelance auctioneer, and tends to speak quickly even in every day
conversation.
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Rachel Clark

Rachel was charged with the complete organization of Carmen's bachelorette
party – a responsibility she has not taken lightly. She has gone to great lengths
to ensure the bride's wishes be respected and she have a party that will be a
special memory forever. Some think she has taken it all too far though, and
because of this she has earned the nickname “Party Nazi”.

Sophia Price

Sophia came for a party, and that's exactly what she wants! Outspoken and
outgoing, Sophia loves the idea of the traditional bachelorette party – one last,
wild night for the bride, not to mention all her friends! She loves a good joke,
be it clean or dirty, and pays little attention to whom she may offend with her
sharp tongue.

Angeline Bennett

Angeline is a connected woman. Her work as a PR rep has given her some of
the hottest contacts in the city, and she knows how to party. Angeline works
with the bride Carmen, and does not know many others at the party – but
that's never stopped her from stealing the spotlight before.
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Alice Allen

The official wedding planner, Alice Allen has been specially requested to work
on Carmen's wedding. Why? Because she's the best! She has her own business
called Grand Events and Weddings, and has been with Carmen every step of
the way in the planning process. Thanks to Alice, Carmen's wedding plans have
so far gone off without a hitch. Alice prides herself on how calm her brides are
before the wedding, and Carmen Phillips is no exception.

Michelle Butler

Michelle has a lightening-fast tongue and a never-ending arsenal of quick
retorts. While she is well-liked by everyone, she is a shock to those who have
never met her before, and can at first seem to come on a bit strong. In spite of
this, she aims at the good and always has the best interests of her friends at
heart. She is a long-time friend of the bride, but not an official part of the
wedding.

Olivia Cruz

Olivia is a fashionista to the core. She works at a national fashion magazine,
and takes style very seriously. She is always wearing the latest style and the
most expensive brand, and would never be caught in anything that came out
last season. To her credit, at the end of each season she cleans out her closet
and donates most of the clothes to charity. Her friends always get first pick of
the discards, but Olivia stresses the indignity of wearing someone else's handme-downs.
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